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The act of imagining a 

different tomorrow 

might not seem like a 

radical practice, but it 

is.

Or, it can be.
Crist, Meehan & Rose Eveleth (eds.). (2018). "Introduction." What Future 2018: The 
Year's Best Writing on What's Next for People, Technology & the Planet. Los Angeles, 
CA: The Unnamed Press.



“Foresight is thinking 

ahead to how trends, 

issues, and 

developments that can 

be observed in the 

present are likely to 

shape alternative 

futures.”
Rhea, Marsha Lynne. (2005). Anticipate the World You Want: Learning for Alternative 
Futures. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Education.



Foresight is 

fundamentally about the 

study of change.



Organizational Change



Environmental Change



Environmental Change

Smart Trash Cans



Environmental Change

Autonomous Cars



Global Change



Global Change

Connected Toys



Global Change

Micromobility



Values, Before Trends



The fierce urgency of 
now.



The signals for the 

future arrive as inbound 

change (change that 

happens to us) and we 

build our future through 

outbound change

(change that we create 

ourselves).



Genderless



Creative Placemaking



Robots



Short Reading



“We don’t have to figure 

out completely what the 

future looks like, but a 

key step…is asking how 

do we want to be. How do 

we want to be, 

individually and 

collectively?”
Imarisha, Walidah. (2017). The Liberated Archive: A Forum for Envisioning and 
Implementing a Community-Based Approach to Archives. Society of American Archivists 
(SAA) 2017 Annual Conference. http://www.walidah.com/blog/2017/8/22/transcript-of-
walidahs-liberated-archives-keynote

http://www.walidah.com/blog/2017/8/22/transcript-of-walidahs-liberated-archives-keynote


“Envisioning and making 

the future must be a 

massively public 

endeavor….everyone 

needs to be a part of the 

conversation about the 

future and become 

actively engaged in 

making that future.”
Gorbis, Marina. (2016). "The Future as a Way of Life." 
https://medium.com/@mgorbis/the-future-as-a-way-of-life-4bc314ec97de

https://medium.com/@mgorbis/the-future-as-a-way-of-life-4bc314ec97de


“Interactions between 

strangers increase when 

there is something to talk 

about, something to make 

an observation about, a 

third thing to close the 

triangle between two 

people who don’t know 

each other.”
Stark, Kio. (2016). When Strangers Meet: How People You Don't Know Can Transform 
You. New York, NY: Simon & Schuster.



The goal isn’t to know 

the future but to be 

knowledgeable and 

prepared for whatever 

futures may occur.



The act of imagining a 

different tomorrow 

might not seem like a 

radical practice, but it 

is.

Or, it can be.
Crist, Meehan & Rose Eveleth (eds.). (2018). "Introduction." What Future 2018: The 
Year's Best Writing on What's Next for People, Technology & the Planet. Los Angeles, 
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Thank You!!

Visit our website 

www.ala.org/libraryofthefuture

Join our newsletter 

http://tinyletter.com/libraryofthefuture

Share your thoughts

mfigueroa@ala.org

http://www.ala.org/libraryoftefuture
http://tinyletter.com/libraryofthefuture
mailto:mfigueroa@ala.org

